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1. INTRODUCTION

Theoretical study of the exothermal reaction

d +-Vl ^*He. + W/-t-C^ ,
where

Q

(1)

= 17, 58У MeV the triton incident energy

an order of 10 keV and lower, represents a special

£"^ is of
interest

Because of the absence of experimental data in that energy
region. Till present, the cross section,astrophysieal ,5
factor ana yield of helium nuclei in reaction (1) in ъ lowenergy region are measured for energies t
keV'

from 12.5 to 375

t

. A specific feature of the total cross section (5TE" )
t

of reaction (1) at those energies is the existence of 3/
resonance with parameters

<3~ ( S^. ) = 5 & ,

f

£" ^l60 keV,
t

=

= 135 keV' '. In a region of £ ^ 1 2 . 5 ke'/, which is equivalent
to the energy of relative motion pi, j-\

£"<C"5 keV, the cross

section (J~ ( £• ) is extrapolated by the Gamov representation:

where £" is the energy in c.m.a. (in MeV), ^

is a smooth

function of the energy (astrophysical /О -factor) having at
£

= 0 a finite value, g> (0) = 11.59 + 0.06 MeV &

trapolation into the energy region

/Л/

'.

Ex

tT< 5 keV by formula (2)

is based on the assunptlon that at very low energies the inte
raction of deuterium

and tritium nuclei is a pure Coulomb

repulsive interaction, without any other peculiarities.

At the same time it is known

'

that an external electric

field acting on e. charged nuclear system whose center of mass
does not coincide with the centre of charge distribution indu
ces electric moments of different

multipolarity

in

the nuc

lear system. Effective interaction at long distances between
such masses at low energies should differ from the pure Coulomb
interaction since it contains additional,to short-range and
Coulomb, polarization attraction potentials decreasing at in
finity in a power way. As a result of imposing the Coulomb and
polarization potentials, the scattering of particles by nuclei
should generally differ from the Rutherford scattering'

' .

/ 7 / , if the electric dipole polarizability of the
As is shown in'
deuteron in the reaction of radiative capture of protons by
deuterons is taken into account, then the cross section of
that reaction at energies of the relative

fw-motion lower

than 2 keV differs from the Coulomb one and has a narrow ma
ximum. The astrophysioal ,5 -factor gets a strong energy de
pendence. As a result, in the energy region below 2 keV the
yield of Ц

ь

nuclei gets increasing. An analogous behaviour

takes place for the cross section of reaction p/p(i,Je- V* at
energies below 0.5 keV

calculated with the account of electric

dipole polarizability of the proton' '>'"', it may be expected
that the account of polarizability of the deuteron in an elec
tric field of the

\\

nucleus will also lead to new peculia

rities in the cross section of reaction (1) in the energy re
gion

£•<; 5 keV.
In this paper, we have studied the influence of electric

dipole polarizability of the

deuteron on the yield of

nuclei in reaction (1). Since the deuteron
o( = 0,7 + 0.05 fm

polarizability

is by an order larger than the triton

polarizability, we have not taken account of the latter.

2

2 . THEORY
The t r a n s i t i o n amplitude f o r process (1) i s of t h e form'

>>
where i j j .
the

(3)

is the wave function of an initial state of

system with the momentum of relative motion of nuc

lei Cv and И

, К- i f , is the wave function of the H e

nucleus, т?л describes a free motion of the Нл. nucleus and
4

\/

-*

neutron with a relative momentum

Kt

in a final state, W L

is the potential of interaction in an exit channel of reac
tion (1) which is a sum of nucleon-nucleon potentials charac
terizing the interaction of an incident neutron with nucleons
t,

of the He nucleus and allowing for both central and tensor
forces'

. The wave function of Ы, -particle will
,

sented by \^>~| (p'>|^.)> • where
tion of \\

be repre

| ^ > is the wave func
a

nucleus, the overlap integral ^*fi I'Pi'^ ^- propor-

tional to the H e . vertex function with asymptotios

г
2

%(г^«^р(-^г)Д , 'X.~ -M (9 + B ) ^
reduced mass of
5уд^.р
, g is the deuteron binding energy. Neglecting
t

t?

h

e

/

the effects of antisymmetrization for the function X ^
we arrive at the representation ^^.""й. У?л jfe*?.
\Л

,

, where

is the deuteron wave function, J^j* is the wave func

tion of relative motion of Л- H

. Thus, the transition amp-

titude (3) assumes the form

Н(^Я)=Ч^|^№^>,

(4)

where
In the region (we are interested in) of energies of an order of
several keV in the presence of Coulomb repulsion, a leading

3

contribution to the matrix element (4) comes from the range
of motion of Ct

a

n

d

К

nuclei outside of the action of nuc

lear forces between them. This allows us to calculate the am
plitude M

using the asymptotic representation of the wave

function £ j? ;

where t

is the range of nuclear forces, CTJ, is the Coulomb

0

-scattering

phase, F

0

and G

0

are 3

-wave components

of regular and irregular Coulomb functions, •£. is the distance
between Cv and H

nuclei,

£

is the elastic scattering

amplitude reckoned from the Coulomb amplitude and equal to

$ (*;)=- l№.fcfc(К^)Ч Ы %t, (4*1. •
Here \J'

(7)

is the interaction effective potential of Cv and H

L

MAt

nuclei,

3

^

е

^^ ^
\J/\J

of the nuclear

г

reduced mass. We choose Y ^ as a sum

and polarization

\Ja

potentials:

where (fc^5}and[6J)

тт ~ - ^
W

2.R

P

(9)

efc-O
2^

1

Here cL. is the deuteron polarizability, R

=

(^AW*.^ J

is

the Bohr radius, © ( * _ ) is a step function. In the limit of
small

Klj_ for amplitude (7) we have the representation

i^p*)c.^^\!
where C

e

(l0}

,ъ*°'

=j—^|e)tp/r^ \—l"I is the Coulomb factor, QL. and 4>

are constants which are close to the magnitudes of real and
imaginary parts of the elastic

scattering length be

cause of the smallnesa of polarization interaction
aetrophysical

fS

-factor

5o

1_Л>

. The

calculated by formulae (4),(6) and (10) is an exponentially
growing function as
linear in "'yb

£ -£

0. The reason is that only terms

have been taken into account in the amplitu

de (10). Summation of the whole series of perturbation theory
in polarization potential gives us the expression

S „ Лс- )

Зф= —

ъ

(

°

е

}

(12)

-

•

i+0K,RS.te)
3= CALCULATION
The transition amplitude (4) depends on the magnitude of
spin S

i

n

the initial state. For 5 = 1/2 and .5 -wave in

the relative motion of (jL and H the interaction in the final
state \Л (5) also occurs in S -wave ( v = 0). In this case
in a good approximation forlff-iPj

we have the representa-

11

ticn' ':

V^CO^Vy^-flS^j,
where

is a constant which takes account of a finite-range nature of
nuclear forces between nucleons. At S = 3/2 the interaction YV
takes place in Cv-wave ( О * 2) and may be parametrized by
the expression

where V - 1 MeV and

t

c

• 7й/

1 3

Л A potential of that

sort describes the resonance in 0V-- phase of elastic И (-{£.
scattering.

In Pig.1 the astrophyaical jS -factor is drawn for reac
tion (1) as a function of the incident-triton energy

£

t

for 2. = 0 (curvel) and ir • 2 (curve 2). There were used the
following values of parameters:

ft, =33, ,2. f ^ , £ = -/?, */*{'* R. = (2. . Ой. f ^
3

'

'

'

•>

(13)

As is seen from that Figure, the influence of the pola
on the fS -factor is significant in

rization potential T X
the energy region

£+ < 10 keV and depends on the angular

momentum Ь . For Е- = О in the energy region

6.5 <"£!<; 10 keV

a

the factor S ( *= ) has small minimum due to interference of
—
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Fig.2.

the oroae section as & function of energy of Incident
nuoleus

H. The notation is the sane as in Fig.1.

nuclear and polarisation parts of the amplitude (10). For
5 <s £ ^

6.5 keV the function S(&)^S (E:)
0

W

ith decreasing

energy grows exponentially, whereas for G"^. <. S~\c*xJi/
in accordance with (13). For £• . 2 the interference minimum
is practically indistinguishable in the Figure, and the factor
S^St, grows exponentially for
for

3.2 5 ^ ; б

,г

keV and like fc^ -

C < 3.2 keV. The dashed curve in Fig. 1 ia the .5* -fac
t

tor calculated without the deuteron polarizability ( XJ « 0).
In Fig.2 the cross section of reaction (1) is plotted.
When С^<10 keV, the cross sections calculated with (solid
curves) and without (dashed curves) the effect of deuteron
polarizability differ from each other. When Т Х + 0, the
croaa section is characterized by a further maximum whose po7

sition and size depend on the angular momentum t/ of the system of
at

He. and neutron in the final state:

<T~ = 4.8 10 mb

t = 0 (curve 1) and <J~ = 3.7 1 0

£4. = 5 keV for

e.fc. = 3.3 keV for

- 3

mb at

£.= 2 (curve 2 ) . A small decrease of the

cross section as compared to that for XJp = 0, at 7 < £ < 1 0 keV,
and

t- = 0 is explained by interference of the nuclear and po

larization parts of the elastic scattering amplitude (10).
The energy yield of reaction (1) is determined by the
U~ is

temperature dependence of the quantity <СГ1Г/> > where
the velocity of relative motion of colliding flU and H

nuclei

and averaging is made over the Maxwell distribution of velo
cities U" in the

system. In Fig.3 the dependence of

<<3*ZO is shown on the temperaturefc-T"( ц is the Boltzmann
constant) calculated with (solid curve) and without (dotted

•
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polarisability to the ralue C&V"? shown by the da»h-dotted lines 1 С t -0) and 2 ( t - г ) .
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curve) potential V p . The contribution of the deuteron polazability is shown by dash-dotted curves I (for t = 0) and 2
(for Ь = 2). When \JT<-\ keV ( t = 0) EJid jJR 0.6 keV (#= 2 ) ,
the yield of reaction (1) increases! here the role of state
with V = 0 turns out to be more essential. The temperature
wit

h

dependence of the function OTUV* - -

t = 0 in the range of

1 keV has the form
-•Vz.

<^^>-i^T)^p(-% )

,

(14)

<^^r№^pf^fps)

(15)

T

and differs from the dependence

-V

3

that takes no account of the polarization potential U p

.

When liT > 1 keV, the deuteron polarizability has a negligible
influence on the temperature dependence of <$"ITS

which i3

in this case determined by function (15). In Table

is given for С = 0 in the temperature range

the ratio

k

£~7~-^ !

e

V

characterizing a relative increase of the energy yield of reac
tion (1) due to the effect of attraction polarization potential.
The increase in the yield of reaction (1)for *• = 2 in the elas
tic yi |4«. channel is negligible.

artio
Tho dopondoaoo of tho ratio R (*-"Г) (lb) on the twporaturo of
tho <*/ H - «jrotw.
3

kT,

KeV

ЩЧТ)

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

О.8

о.9

1 .0

41. 8

12.7

4.8

2.5

0.66

1 .12

1.0

9

4. CONCLUSION

Our theoretical analysis of the characteristics of nuclear
fusion (1) at low energies with account of the deuteron pola
rizability in the triton electric field performed in the fra
mework of the potential model (9) allows us to conclude that
there exists a narrow maximum in the cross section of the
reaction at energies fc ^10 keV.
4

It is to be noted that the difference of cross sections
calculated with an without the deuteron polarizability at the
/11/
point of maximum exceeds the value of experimental error' '
in the measured energy region. Prom this standpoint, experi
mental check of the theoretical predictions seems to be not
so hopeless. However, the cross section at maximum is still
very small, and for Louson-criterion to be fulfilled two or
ders of magnitude are not sufficient.
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Учет поляризуемости дейтронов в реакции H(d, n) Не
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Исследовано влияние электрической дипольной поляризуе
мости дейтрона на сечение, астрофизический S-фактор и выход
ядер гелия в реакции H(d,n)*He области предельно низких
энергий. Предсказано существование узкого максимума в сечении
при энергиях налетающего тритона, меньших 10 кэВ, обусловлен
ного действием поляризационного потенциала притяжения в
d Н-системе. Рост сечения й Н-реакции приводит к увеличению
выхода ядер Не при температурах, меньших 1 кэВ.
3
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The influence is investigated of the deuteron electric dipole
polarizability on the cross section, astrophysical S-factor, and the
yield of helium nuclei in the H(d,n) He reaction in the region of
extremely low energies. Prediction is made of the existence of a narrow
maximum in the cross section at energies of an incident triton lower
that 10 KeV produced by the action of an attractive polarization
potential in the d H system. The growth of the cross section of d H
reaction increases the yield of He nuclei at temperatures lower than
IkeV.
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